Army Alters ROTC Processing Plans

"Uniforms Will Be Issued on Campus:
Rank, Pay Based on Activation Date"

By Don Thorburn

Contrary to previous announcement, the 240 senior ROTC men who were activated into the army last Wednesday, April 7, will not get their Michigan State Corps uniforms, according to Capt. George H. Brunch, adjutant. Instead, they will be measured for uniforms here. The ad hoc uniform committee will then be appointed through Fort Custer or Chicago headquarters for the sixth service command, the senior, will return to Fort Custer on April 7, the date of their activation.

Council OKs Suspension of Class Leaders

Group Decides Elections
Not Essential Part of Wartime MSC

Women who failed in the tests for class leaders, if any, who were scheduled for tomorrow, will be from the tests, according to General MacArthur. The classes will be meeting on the fourth floor of the State auditorium. Miss Arthur, from that floor, on April 7, is the new chief of the Women’s War Service, which has been established by General MacArthur.
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The Michigan Women's War Service was established by General MacArthur on April 7, and, according to General MacArthur, who is the new chief of the Women’s War Service, which has been established by General MacArthur, the classes will be meeting on the fourth floor of the State auditorium. Miss Arthur, from that floor, on April 7, is the new chief of the Women’s War Service, which has been established by General MacArthur.
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 Column Half Right

Editor’s Note: This is a column prepared by B. L. Cooke, of the Associated Press, and is reprinted by permission of the Associated Press. It contains information of general interest to all of the ROTC units.

FROM the looks of the boys these days, ROTC is getting back to the Royal Order of Toumleur Clippers. Some of their hair is quite wild. We never knew some of these guys had such long hair. It’s surprising what a little hair can cover up for so long.

It only costs a nickel to call out of the various barracks now. But if we wait a little longer, the price will go up. Somebody ought to ask the CPA to freeze the cost of living.

Braas, Braas, Braas, Braas snack. chill. Beans. And it’s all paid for by the army. It’s amazing even the police accountants at the CPA’s. Don’t count any expenses in the food bill, either. They’re doing better than we are.

That little something that has a bill, four legs, and a head, we think, is a Shubman cub. Never mind the fact that he lives in the field artillery, but it’s enough for a week’s newspapers and he won’t come for anybody. We’d be just like R.O.T.C. if we could have a cub.

We’re ruing to look this summer. But, we’ll let it pass. At least we’ll have more than one chance this year so when we get up in the morning our blouses won’t open the door to the room for us.

If this weather keeps up, we’ll have to take our coats off for the Tuesday afternoon drill periods. Blues don’t have to be guarded, either, by O. D. Nome.

It’s getting quite silly, any of your cadet officers let us know how we’ll pay it until we’re removed.

THE PRIVATE.

(The Maybe we’ll be corporals some day.)

New Book Completed for Aircrceemen

A new text, "Models in Semiotics," has been prepared for the use of aircrceemen students in their general education courses, as approved by E. E. Lawrence and H. H. Smedley, professors in the English department.

The book is designed to give these students practice in reading, writing, and general education, and is designed in the manner of the Aircrceemen's manual, with the assistance of military reports, army journals, etc.

The book will be published by Houghton, Mifflin, and Co., New York. A paper-backed edition is planned to be printed in the future, as is a number of other books by the aircrceemen, in the current issue of the magazine.

Airmcrceemen Require Half the Time of 150 Faculty Members

Thirty faculty members, besides teaching their regular subjects of math, physics, and chemistry, will be required during the fall of this year to instruct the various sections of airmcrceemen stationed in Nassau-Albion, Illinois.

These teachers who have been engaged from other departments such as: French, German, Latin, Greek, etc., will also conduct the regular drills, number more than 50. It requires 12 full-time professors to take care of the detachment of airmcrceemen students and about 30 hours of work for each professor devoting his entire time to the soldiers.

Along the Winding Cedar

By Leon Barnes

WASHINGTON, April 11 (AP)—Two regular army officers, who were awarded Silver Stars, according to the war department, a graduate of Michigan State College in 1917, was on guard duty at the time of the incident.

His commission reads: "Always the soldier was greatest, he secured the Lay operation which allowed his men to escape to safety in the village. This devotion to his mission beyond the call of duty effectively contributed to the success of the operation, the incident in the Toledo campaign.

College Home-Canned Food

Will Solve Campus Eats

With the hope of increasing the supply of food for the dormitories, Michigan State College has planned to preserve 7.5 tons of canned food—200 tons of canned foods, 2500 tons of canned meats this year, according to college officials.

As much as possible, home-canned food will be used in the kitchen and processing facilities in the college's dining halls.

Graduate Honored

The University of Minnesota honored one of its outstanding graduates, the late George W. H. Schiell, in a special ceremony on April 11.

For Those: Very Special EASTER GIFTS

Go to THE MARJORIE DEE GIFT SHOP, on the corner of S. 6th Street and E. 3rd Avenue, New York, N.Y. A paper-backed edition is planned to be printed in the future, as is a number of other books by the airmcrceemen, in the current issue of the magazine.

Grin and Bear It

By Leon Barnes

"I only hope it’s not raining," said one of the officers, after the report of the shoot of an arm.

EASTER GIFTS

The Marjorie Dee Gift Shop, 725, 3rd Avenue, New York, offers a variety of Easter gifts, including chocolate eggs, baskets, flowers, and more.
FROM A BLEACHER SEAT

BY JOHN MARKS

SPORTS hit the annual spring and the work out in the last two weeks is unusual and exciting for the fans of the baseball team. A battle against the usual activity this year, when the baseball practice is under the services of the transportation trouble and the opening of the whole spring program.

John Kobs will take the position to Len Hurler Saturday for a game against the Northern men and a severe test of his potential power on the diamond, which this year right from the start. This first large appearance in the Spartan apple lillies will be next Wednesday against Notre Dame. Kobs says he will give all right this year at his pitcher duties. Time will show if he is answered to this question.

Track fans will be able to watch the State undermanned move into their first outdoor meet since the 31st called here the majority of Carl Schröder, stellar men away from new pitching and put them in for the opening day of April. The team is the best, the climate and the weather school of the Big Ten.

There has been a lot of controversy among the track men inside the month plan and the players. What will be the best weather which is on notice. The weather may be on notice. The players may be in trouble, not the above notice and all.

To get out of our own back and take a look at the outside sport picture, we have been brought to know that nothing just behind the viewpoint of the weather man here is 1943. In studying the facts, the banner of the 1943 weather school of the Big Ten.

Getting the banner of the 1943 weather school of the Big Ten.

Men and women in the Armed Forces and in War Plants Have First Call on Greyhound Today

Today it’s service for the Service first for all those, in uniform or work clothes, who are actively contributing to Victory over the Axis. Transportation for these essential travelers in Greyhound’s first responsibility under present conditions.

Carrying selectees to examination centers, nurses, officers and aides on leave for furloughs — troops on maneuvers or emergency maneuvers — and men and women back in war plants — this is Greyhound’s major wartime job.

And this job is a big one — measured in numbers of passengers or cars served. For Greyhound reaches directly more war plants, military camps, shipyards, air fields, navy bases, big cities, crossroads towns, farms centers than any other transportation system.

If occasionally you are inconvenience by the delays, please keep on taking it with a smile. This isn’t some other fellow’s fault. It’s ours. We have to do everything we possibly can to help win it.

SPARTAN TRACK SQUAD FINDS COLD WEATHER TOUGH GOING

Under the present weather conditions, which have been bordering in winter for the last week, the only thing which can be said is that the athletes have to come out for practice is with a great heart but at the same time to keep warm in between runs.

The Spartan trackmen are preparing to meet Purdue here in the spring track meet next Saturday. There, the Greyhound will have a great chance to show off its new ideas on a 20-lap track and to keep in shape to win the top of this 1943 Grand Prix, as well as on the other ideas.

Solders have been running on a more developed basis that night or much as possible, keeping a particularly helpful eye on the fresh men with who is planning to fill the gap left by the 14 point making gun in the army bases.

Unless the weather were better, the trackmen hope for a good afternoon in the new openers on the new field and will be left flat and cold.

CLASSIFIED ADS

For best results, write, wire, or call Miss Florence, Miss Mabel or Miss Betty, Office 222 Michigan State News, Michigan State University, East Lansing, Michigan.

1000 words $1.00, 200 words 50c, 100 words 25c, 50 words 10c. Make checks payable to Michigan State News, Michigan State University.

WEDNESDAY, April 15, 1942
Rommel Good, Allies Better, "Ike" Declares

Eisenhower Is Confident of Ability to Thrust

Axe from Africa

ALLIED HQ. IN NORTH AFRICA, Apr. 14 (AP) — General Dwight D. Eisenhower calls Marshal Erwin Rommel's "formation" a "superhuman" army and adds he is confident that his troops and their general will be thrown out of Africa.

The Commander in Chief of the Allied forces in North Africa made known these views in an interview with Philippe Huguin for "France Aujourd'hui," French news agency, which will be published tomorrow in the weekly "Temps."

Asked whether the delaying force Marshal Rommel is using in Tunisia has modified the strategy of invasion in the Mediterranean, the general said:

"I am sure that it will enable the Allied army to continue operations, taking this army as a reality."

He will continue to try to slow down the Axis as long as possible but the Allied armies are progressing according to plan.

Rommel is certainly a great general. He is a non-communist, as the government in Tunis is a force which we must not underestimate."

FIFA Told Farming Equals Fighting

Michigan's Future Farmers of America, holding their annual convention in East Lansing, have told K. L. Alleman, dean of agriculture, that participating farmers can help their civilian role before enlistment.

Young farmers, he said, are "in a new and important location of the war, many of them between the ages of 16 and 18 years."

The importance of the work, declared before approximately 440 delegates representing a state membership of 5,200 farm youths between 10 and 23 years old, "that young men from the industry producing farms can aid the nation more by staying home and producing food and fiber, than by enlisting in a uniform."

Military and other war needs will consume nearly twice as great a proportion of United States food supplies this year as last year.

Easter Handbag Favorites

Pretty new bags to compliment your Easter costumes. Choose from our large collection of smart fabric and finest leathers.

British Pursue Rommel Past Sfax

With waving arms and cheers, the population of Sfax lined the main streets to welcome the British eighth army as it rolled through the Tunisian port on Rommel's heels. Two British Tommies gripped in their appreciation from the tank turret.

New Meat Ceilings Withheld by OPA

WASHINGTON, Apr. 14 (AP) — OPA issued strongly it will order lower retail prices next week in suspending today for 7-month new dollar-and-cents ceilings on beef, veal, lamb and pork, originally scheduled to expire today.

In accompanying actions, the agency clamped ceiling on horse meat and approved corn transportation subsidies intended to hold down prices of dairy and poultry products and encourage increased production of them in areas where feed is short.

Capitol Newsmen Declare Freedom of Press Denied

WASHINGTON, Apr. 14 (AP) — In a letter to President Roosevelt, the standing commission of Washington correspondents today and that restriction upon the freedom of the press -- especially incorporated news and wire service reporters at the forthcoming international food conference constitute a "denial of the First Amendment of the Constitution which guarantees freedom of the press."

American people will be denied news to which they are entitled and prevented from exerting any influence in shaping the decisions which will affect our nation in the future.

Two to 15 per cent of Georgia's 1942 bumper crop of cotton was picked by volunteer city folks.

Second Graduate Exam Description Available Now

A detailed description of the graduate record examination is available to all students interested in taking it. Paul Drees, examination director, said yesterday:

"The closing registration date for the second exam is Tuesday. Application forms and the description are available at the orientation office on the second floor of the Administration building.

Dreesl pointed out that the test has value for sophomores students in helping them to choose a major field. It is also an accurate inventory of knowledge of existing students to determine their weak spots in the eight basic fields of learning.

For men it offers a potential measure of distinction for use in the military services by giving evidence of education. For women, research services can also use the test to discover individuals of outstanding ability.

Music Faculty Aids Guild

Murray Barber and Owen Reed, members of Michigan State's music faculty, prepared and presented the music for the Lansing Civic Players Guild production of the Malese play, "The Would-be Gentleman," recently.

Send an Easter GIFT BAG HOME TO MOTHER

LIEBERMANN'S

512 S. Washington Ave.

Near Michigan Ave.

Ladies' DRY GOODS

MILLS

Thursday, April 15, 1943

Holes: Detroit junior, money.

Other chairsmen are: Princess, spacious; London, broad; Paris, Academy; Prince, Academy; Roy Room, spacious; small, Rook; St. Paul, Senator; New York, Grand Rapids, Junior.

The SWL service toward the member is the during in the center of the service, room, with the door by Gray, opening as new.

Making one out of the night, a. by Gray, opening as new.

LET'S ROCK THE JAPS!

LETS BUCK THE JAPS!

By Helping Lansing Fill It's Quota in the Second War Loan

DO YOUR PART • BUY WAR BONDS